1500 GALLON DUAL LINE™ TANK—INNER TANK–1 OF 2

MATERIAL: 10420

NOTES:
1.) 0.32 NOM. WALL THICKNESS
2.) PATENT PENDING

FITTING OPTIONAL

DETAIL A
SCALE 2.25

R2.00
66.00
16.00

FINISH:

SHIPPING WEIGHT: 352 LBS.

SHOT WEIGHT: 350 LBS.

SHALE:

ANGLE ± 1°

FRACTION ± 1/4"

NOTES:
DECIMAL ± .125"

MATERIAL:
METAL

REV
DESCRIPTION
POLYETHYLENE
3% @ 68° F
METAL
DELVAL 125° FRACTION x 1/4" ANGLE 1"
Preliminary

Detail C
Scale 1:3

Section D-D
Scale 1:60

Notes:
1) Patent Pending

Description:
1500 Gallon Dual Line™ Tank - Inner Tank - 2 of 2

Material:
Polyethylene

Scale:
N.S.

Part No.
CDW1500A
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